
Digital Album Order Form – English Translation

Link to form

Choose Digital Album

Inner Code – write “2014”

Your SBY Customer Code

Order Sender’s Email

Order Sender’s Name

Project Name

Order Sender’s Phone no.

UV Coating (yes or no)

Design QA (yes or no)

Album Size

No. of Files (spread sheets)

Cover Material – main album
(if you chose classic design)

Round or Strait Corners

Opening Direction

No. of Copies – main album

No. of Copies – parents album

Parents Album Design

Cover Type – parents album

Cover Material – parents album

Related Products

Special Offers

Pick up at lab or Delivery

Delivery Recipient
name and phone no.

General Notes

Printing Channel

Cover Type

Up-size Parents Album?

Watch this video

Go to cover gallery 
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To be able to read the explanations (    ) 
you must download the file. Please scroll 
down to the right bottom to download.

?

Mouse hover to download

http://sby.magicnet.co.il/modulesweb/albumordertest.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_3SNOGodXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_3SNOGodXI
http://www.sbycolor.com/%23!albums-covers/ciob
Your SBY Customer Code
Sticky Note
Your SBY customer number should be given to you by the lab. The no. represents the paying customer and name on invoice.

Project Name
Sticky Note
Project name is a must. It makes it more easy to follow your order later on. The name could be your clients' name, place & date of the event or any other identifying subject.

Order Sender’s Email
Sticky Note
What is the Email of the person who is actually making the order? The paying customer or the owner of the files could be different from the actual order maker. For instance this is the case when the designer is making the order and sending the files. 

Order Sender’s Name
Sticky Note
What is the name of the person who is actually making the order? The paying customer or the owner of the files could be different from the actual order maker. For instance this is the case when the designer is making the order and sending the files. 

Order Sender’s Phone no.
Sticky Note
What is the phone no. of the person who is actually making the order? The paying customer or the owner of the files could be different from the actual order maker. For instance this is the case when the designer is making the order and sending the files. 

Printing Channel
Sticky Note
Choose between:FTC: for customers who don’t want us to touch their files at all. Suits customers who calibrated their screen to our printer.Minilab Color Correction: your files will be slightly fixed in terms of contrast, density, saturation & sharpness. This should be your default and it’s our recommendation.Pro Fix: same slight fixing but with profile conversion if necessary.

Album Size
Sticky Note
The size of the album when it's open (spread sheet). 

UV Coating
Sticky Note
Eco UV coating is the best way to protect your albums from climate conditions for a long period of time. It also gives you protection from "accidents" like coffee pouring on the album and  from finger prints. Eco UV coating is invisible, lets you easily clean the pages and at very low cost.

Design QA
Sticky Note
Graphic Quality Assurance is a paid service we offer to make sure your albums' design stand up to graphic demands. We mainly check the following:Bleed & Margin - so your pictures will come out the best way and won't be cut badly during manufacturing. Files Dimensions - their suitableness to album size requested.Damaged Files - because sometimes files get corrupted during transmission.Graphic Design Mistakes - only those which can be easily identified (no 100% magnifying).Big Contrast Difference between images of same page.

Cover Type
Sticky Note
Choose between:Classic Design - using fabric or leather like material from our inventory (no printed cover).HD Book Cover - printed cover that ends up at block lines.Hard Printed Cover - printed cover that comes out a bit from block lines.Personal Cover - if you brought your own cover material.Hard Printed + Dust Jacket Cover - to protect and to art-like your album.Block Only - that if you want to take it covered somewhere else.Classic Design + Perspex 2mm - about 2/3 of the cover is printed perspexClassic Design + Perspex 6mm - all your front cover is printed perspexClassic Design + Dust Jacket Cover

Opening Direction
Sticky Note
Choose between:English opening - left to rightHebrew opening - right to left

Parents Album Design
Sticky Note
Is it similar to main album? same design and no. of pages?Choose between:1. Same design and no. of pages.2. Different design but same no. of pages.3. Same design but different no. of pages.4. different design and no. of pages.5. No parents albums.

Cover Type –parents album
Sticky Note
Same as in main album but here your first list choice is "similar to main album"

Up-size Parents Album?
Sticky Note
If you choose yes it means your parents albums will be slightly bigger then usual.e.g. main album at the size of 30x60 goes with 20x40 parents albums. if you choose to up-size you will get 22.5x50 parents album size.

Related Products
Sticky Note
Here you can add some related products such as: wooden box (fabric or printed cover), cardboard dossier and miniature album.

Special Offers
Sticky Note
Here you can add some products that are on sale (changing from time to time)
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